The publication of FM 3-0, Operations, in October 2017,
marked a significant change in Army doctrine. Refocusing
the Army on large-scale ground combat operations was the
most important of these changes. FM 3-0 also introduced
new, or considerably modified, doctrinal concepts such as—
Ê Peer threats.
Ê Army strategic roles.
Ê Multi-domain operations.
Ê Operational framework.
Ê Windows of opportunity.
Ê Positions of relative advantage.
Because of this new Army doctrinal focus, the U.S. Army
Intelligence Center of Excellence (USAICoE) started the effort to reset the entire intelligence doctrine library to align
with the Army’s operational doctrine. The first phase of
resetting intelligence doctrine is revising the fundamental intelligence publications. USAICoE is well on the way to
completing this first phase. Illustrated below is the status of
phase one.

analytic techniques, in order to provide timely and relevant
intelligence to the commander and staff. ATP 2-33.4 describes the six aspects of effective analysis and emphasizes
the basic thinking abilities analysts should apply to develop
effective intelligence. A number of areas in the Army techniques publication changed significantly from the last version; however, Part 2 of the publication, which discusses the
various techniques, changed very little.
The new version of ATP 2-33.4—
Ê Aligns to ADP and FM 2-0, Intelligence.
Ê Is linked to ATP 2-01.3, Intelligence Preparation of the
Battlefield.
Ê Is linked to the newest draft ATP 2-01, Collection
Management.
Ê Improves the clarity of the previous version and fills
some gaps.
Ê Includes a logic map as a figure within the introduction.
Ê Improves significantly the intelligence analysis process.
Ê Includes new chapters, graphics, and examples on analysis that align to large-scale ground combat operations.
Ê Includes new appendixes, such as intelligence support
to targeting.
The following URL will navigate to the ATP 2-33.4 download page at
the Army Publishing Directorate website:
https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/Details.
aspx?PUB_ID=1008410
If the URL does not automatically direct you to the download page,
use the following steps to manually navigate to the ATP 2-33.4 download page:
1) Go to https://armypubs.army.mil/
2) Click on ‘Publications’. (In the green banner immediately under
the APD seal at the top of the page.)
3) From the drop-down menu, click on ‘Doctrine and Training’.
4) From the subsequent drop-down menu, click on ‘ATP-Army
Techniques Publications’.
5) Scroll down to ‘ATP 2-33.4’. (The publication type and number
are in blue text along the left side of the page.)
6) Click on the text ‘ATP 2-33.4’.
Once on the download page, take the following steps to download
the ATP:

The most recent success in resetting fundamental intelligence publications is ATP 2-33.4, Intelligence Analysis,
which was published in January 2020. Like all the fundamental doctrinal publications, ATP 2-33.4 reinforces largescale ground combat operations and other key FM 3-0
doctrinal concepts. The publication provides fundamental
information on how intelligence professionals conduct analysis, including the intelligence analysis process and specific
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1) In the new web browser tab or window, click on ‘PDF’. (The text
‘PDF’ is in blue.) The PDF file will begin downloading or open in
a new web browser tab or window.
2) Save the PDF file to your computer or device.

As intelligence professionals, you need to be proficient in the fundamental doctrine. The USAICoE Doctrine
Division also counts on you to provide feedback on doctrinal issues. If you need doctrinal assistance or have important feedback, please contact the doctrine division at
usarmy.huachuca.icoe.mbx.doctrine@mail.mil.
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